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During difficult times such as Y2K, however, central ownership of these shared systems could be seen as
desirable, since it lessened local responsibility for assessing and addressing the problem. Implementation of
Online publication processing system 5. To create that balance: Non-profit users pay the real cost of their
services Decisions about the allocation of resources to profit or non-profit users should not be in the hands of a
single person or organization Business management should be separate from customers and stakeholders All
stakeholders interests should be represented in the ICT Center Board Other investors Running the ICT Center
as an independent business opens the possibility of partnering with local investors who are attracted by the
investment perspectives of the business. The first four of these areas are discussed in Section 3.
Implementation of Record and Archiving system 2. Implementation of Event management system 3. This
paper presents one such scenario and provides some discussion to substantiate the outcome. These differences
occur across many units and at many levels, but they were particularly evident during Y2K within the
operating environments at OCONUS bases. About the author: mark. To optimise alignment of business and
ICT, we will need to fuse the separate parts. This can result in potentially confusing arrangements that impact
ICT management practices. It should be structured but not process bound. Another issue related to local
autonomy is the creation and use of locally developed software and systems. For example, patches are
function-specific, but when loaded onto a local system, they often introduce a new problem, one that may not
be easily resolved. Maybe this can be achieved through websites like From project to business By definition a
project is a temporary "vehicle" to achieve some goal. Local 1 DMS is an initiative led by the Department of
Defense to establish secure e-mail throughout the department. Without accompanying funding, there can be
only limited confidence in the effectiveness of central guidance. With Y2K we saw that local identification
and execution existed before global management was established or even seen as necessary. Each related
pattern has the potential to generate tensions across those layers. In undertaking transformation of IT and
business services and initiatives, Lynn has transfigured IT organisations and their service delivery, developed
and implemented IT strategies and the change programs underpinning those strategies, and managed the
program delivery to make those strategies a reality. In addition to management differences, local diversity of
ICT resources was another important complicating factor for central managers. Yet even at major stateside
CONUS bases, unclear ownership and responsibility could be a complicating factor. This was especially
visible at overseas OCONUS bases, where stressful frontline conditions and limited resources increased the
incentive to minimize the demands of the Y2K response. Because these systems are motivated by and tailored
to specific situations they can often better address local needs, including ease of use, at least in the short term.
In addition, because the use of IMPAC cards bypasses the standard purchasing processâ€”and therefore the
standard approval processâ€”security problems may be detected after the fact if at all. ICT issues can evolve
across organizational layers in two directions: large problem-solving activities evolving up into centrally
managed initiatives, and centrally managed initiatives evolving down into locally driven problem-solving
activities. Even when central units are solely responsible for development and fielding of organization-wide
off-the-shelf systems whether government or commercial , these systems invariably require ongoing
adjustment for implementation, operation, and maintenance under local conditions and needs. Sometimes,
questions about central guidance are raised by the use of less formal, individualized communication channels
that appear to be quicker and more reliable to local ICT managers.


